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NEET-PERSEVERANCE COUNTS

Congratulations to Ritika Paliwal  from the batch of
2021-22 , Shreya Gaira, Prashansa Tewari, Deepshikha
Kharayat and Kashish Agarwal from the batch of 2020-
21 for cracking the NEET Examination 2022.
Congratulations to the Teachers and Mentors!  
The rising stars visited their Alma Mater for sharing
their experiences and guiding their juniors.

MISSION NDA 2022
Harsh Satyajeet, 2021-22 pass out who has been selected for
National Defence Academy visited School and interacted with
the students of grade XI and XII to share his experiences of
cracking the competitive examination. He also elaborated on the
importance of honing the soft skills for clearing the rounds of
different levels of tests by the Service Selection Board. In his
interaction, he answered the queries of the students and advised
them to use their time wisely and optimally to realize their
dreams.

HEALTHY BODY FOR A HEALTHY MIND
Tiny tots showcased a wonderful energetic presentation
of yoga proving that they too have the agility and ability
to exercise for keeping physically fit. Their synchronized
movements of the various asanas were quite impressive
as they moved rhythmically to the music switching to
different postures.

CYBER SAFETY MOVES FOR THE NETIZENS

Mr.Bhupeinder Singh Dhoni ,(Circle Officer,Haldwani) visited
School to guide students on the various safety precautions to be
followed to exercise cyber hygiene and security while using the
internet for education, entertainment as well as social
networking. He interacted with the students of grade VIII and
answered queries related to various aspects of safe usage of
internet.



Rishabh Mehra of Class XII
bagged Silver Medal at the
International Taekwondo Open
Championship held at Malaysia.

Lavanya Karki of class X bagged
the Bronze Medal in the under 19
girls and under 17 mixed doubles
category at state level. 

Shaurya Yadav of class VII won the
Gold Medal in the under 15 singles
and double category and under 13
doubles at state level.

HOWZZATTT

I SWEAT SO I CONQUER

''Sports do not build character, they reveal it!" Here are our sports achievers who have won laurels
and done us proud by proving their mettle in different spheres of various games

In the two day Inter-school Cricket tournament 4
teams- GD Birla Memorial School, Aryaman Vikram
Birla Institute of Learning, Cynthia Senior
Secondary School and Nirmala Convent School,
participated. Aryaman Vikram Birla Institute of
Learning won the final match by defeating Cynthia
Senior Secondary School by 5 wickets and lifted the
trophy.


